Unidirectional movement of flares of cells of Myxococcus xanthus.
Amongst other modes, Myxococcal cells move in swarms that are flares or columns of cells. It has been argued that this is a strategy allowing a large enough number of them to encounter food bacteria. Then, the combined large amount of extracellular lytic enzymes from the mass of cells can provide adequate nutrient resources from the food bacteria for all the myxococci of the swarm. However, how they move as a coherent column has not been adequately explained. Here based on the idea that a rare cell can experience a special mutation such that it moves only unidirectionally, a proposal to account for this aspect of Myxococcus cell movement is suggested. Although wild type individual organisms of this species engage in forward and back movements, a mutant cell that moves unidirectionally can bias the movement of associated wild type cells and lead to the formation of a column of cells, headed by such a unique mutated cell. The non-mutated cells follow along it is suggested because of the S-motility (or social motility) system. This may link them to this single unidirectionally moving mutant cell to give a coherent movement to the column. This proposed type of mutation back mutates to wild type and the column no longer functions as such and only wild-type cells are present.